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  1. MANUFACTURER / PRODUCT TYPE

LOKATERM Tel.: +386 (0)4 20 13 350
Creina d.d. Fax: +386 (0)4 20 13 363
Ulica Mirka Vadnova 8 E-mail:      info@creina.si
4000  Kranj  / SLOVENIJA Website:   www.lokater  m.com

Technical data

Figure 1: Dimensions of the stove Alaska 120A
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Product Type Alaska 120A, Alaska 150A
Standard: EN 13240
Smoke outlet diameter: Ø 148 mm
Nominal thermal power: 6 kW
Efficiency: 80,5 %
CO – emissions (13% O2) 1000 mg/m3

Dust emissions 22 mg/m3

Exhaust smoke temperature: 330 °C
Exhaust smoke volume: 6,5 g/s
Flue draught at nominal power 12 Pa
Outdoor air intake: Ø 100 mm
Dry weight: 110 kg 
Dimensions of the stove Dia x Height Ф 460 mm  x 1207 mm (120 A), Ф 460 mm  x 1507 (150A)
Safety disatance sides and back 200 mm / front 1250 mm

 

http://www.lokaterm.com/
http://www.lokaterm.com/
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Figure 2: Dimensions of the stove Alaska 150A
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2. USER MANUAL

Congratulation on your purchase of LOKATERM stove. Please take some time and read this sheet carefully.
For stove to work properly and to have a valid warranty claim, please follow the recommendations and guidelines 
gathered in this sheet.
In case you have additional questions that are not covered in this sheet please contact your local stove supplier or 
stove service.
Proper use and maintenance are prerequisites for stove to work long and flawlessly. 

Delivery check 
First of all, check the stove for possible defects and damages. Pay special attention to both stove glass and firedoor. 
After first use of the stove, most common defects on the glass are caused by improper handling or heat overload. 
Before installation, check the functionality of all the movable parts. For possible defects contact your local supplier.
Safety measurements
Warning! Heated metal parts and heated glass can cause burns, therefore, when handling the stove always use 
enclosed protection gloves. 
Take special precaution when children are around.

Fireprotection safety inside radiation area
Minimum distance from firebox opening to nearest combustible element (ex. furniture elements, alcohol brewages), 
should be greater than 80 cm.

Fireprotection safety outside radiation area
Do not put any combustible objects within a 50 cm distance from the open stove.

Suitable fuels 
Stove is suitable for burning natural firewood (ex. beech, birch), wood briquettes and briquettes made of brown coal.
Emission limitation
It is forbidden to burn the following materials in stoves: 
Impregnated or moist wood, wood chips, materials of organic origins (hooves, horns etc.), coal dust, plastic waste or 
household waste, paper and cardboard (with exception when igniting fire).
Please note, that burning any kind of waste, is hazardous to both your health as it causes environmental pollution. It 
also damages your stove and thus shortens its lifespan.

Stove fires are dangerous
Dumping waste into stoves and burning it is not only a health or environmental issue, but also a fire-protection 
problem. In general, if stove is not handled properly (cleaning it regularly, burning appropriate materials etc.), it is 
prone to fires. 
If fires were caused by the stove, as a result of improper use, user can be held legally responsible.

Warnings 
Stoves are not permitted to be walled up or modified (adding/removing material). Air supply and its regulation (air-inlet
system),  must  not  be  tampered  with.  Furthermore,  continues  air  supply,  for  stove  to  work  properly,  must  be
guaranteed. Whenever you work with hot stove, use the enclosed protection gloves, to prevent possible burns.
For ignition, never use gasoline, alcohol or similar substances.
Don't overload the stove with firewood (max. 2-3 pieces of wood when igniting and max. 2.0 kg/h when continuously
burning).
Always use the prescribed fuel and don't thermally overload the stove (max. heat output). This is important for the
warranty to remain valid. 
All possible damaged parts should be replaced before first lightning of the stove.
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2.1 STOVE DESCRIPTION

Stove is made primarily of sheet metal and has a closed combustion chamber. 
Stove can  be  placed anywhere  in  the room (along the wall,  in  the corner  etc.),  as  long as  ground is  flat.  No
concession is needed for the stove installation.

Increased functionality with simplified regulation 

When stove is operating, a layer of ember is formed in combustion chamber, which assures an even burning out of
firewood. By regulating the opening of the air-inlets, one can indirectly control the heat output of the stove.

Lokaterm one-hand regulation (LER)

LER allows easy one-hand regulation of the quantity and distribution of combustion air. If you choose to connect an
external  fresh  air  system LER provides  complete  tightness  and  independence  of  the  stove  from  the  room air.
Lokaterm stoves that are equipped with LER are therefore suitable for installation in buildings with forced ventilation.
Lever LER is located under the fire chamber door.

The lever has a central zone for normal operation and two extreme positions:
- Heating-up position (fully open air inlet under the ashtray - primary air).
The handle is moved to the left extreme. In the last part of the stroke, it is necessary to slightly raise the lever – on
the step for the activation of the primary air. The lever must be in this position only during the heating-up of the stove -
approximately the first 10 minutes of burning.
- Normal operation area (only the air inlet above the door is open - secondary air). This is an area within which the
stove can be continuously used and the power can be regulated. The handle may be located in any position, but not
in the heating-up position.
- Closed position of the air inlet (LER lever is moved to the extreme right). The lever is in this position only when the
stove is not in use.

Figure 3: Combustion air regulation lever - LER

Warning
Continuous use of the stove, with a LER handle in heating-up position may overheat the stove, leading to
damage of the exposed parts.
Using the stove at the fully closed air supply (LER lever is moved to the extreme right) is not allowed.

Lokaterm automatic doors (LAV)
Lokaterm automatic doors (LAV) enshure automatically closing and sealing quality throughout the life of the stove.
The  air-cooled handle  serves  to  pull  the door  open.  Closing is  done automatically with  the help  of  the built-in
mechanism, or by manual applyance of a slight force. Doors have a snap closing mechanism, which  snaps the doors
in the totally open position, and starts closing when the snap is released. 

Lokaterm clean glass (LCS)  is a system that ensures that you can observe the magic of  the burning process
through the clean glass. The hot air enters on the top inner side of the glass and then flows through the glass down,
and thereby deterred the flue gases from the glass.
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2.2 INITIAL IGNITION

Empty ash-pan and combustion chamber.
First ignition of the stove should be performed in company of authorized person.
Start with low intensive fire. All materials must be gradually exposed to heat to prevent potential firebrick cracks,
coating damages and damages of material (bending). 
Ventilate  the  room  thoroughly.  Any  scent  which  may  appear,  when  protection  coating  is  being  hardened,  will
eventually diminish (when sufficient temperature in stove is reached).

Ignition procedure
 Set the regulator to the ''Heating-up'' position
 Open the fire door.
 After you have put in several ignition material (thin wood, ignition cubes, scrambled paper…) into combustion

chamber, insert 2-3 pieces of firewood (chopped) on top of it. Please fill stove with care to avoid potential
damage.

 Ignite the ignition material and close the fire door.
 After the stove heats up (it usually takes up from 5 to 10 minutes), set the regulator to ''Full power'' or to

''Reducerd power'' position.
The “Heating-up position“ may only be used for heating up. If used permanent, there is a hazard of overheating and
damaging of the stove and is strictly prohibited. 
Nominal heat output (6 kW), is generated when the regulator is set to ''Medium power'' position and there is aprox.
2,0 kg of firewood inside of stove and the draught is at 12 Pa.
Some of the air, which is heated up inside of stove, is guided through the channels inside the stove, onto the fire door
glass, where it performs a cleaning of the glass (air brush cleaning principle). 

Attention: 
Certain types of stoves require somewhat longer ignition phase, until there is enough negative pressure (draught) for
the stove to work on its own. When this is the case, use smaller, dried-up logs. Afterwards you can use bigger logs.
If fire door is open during ignition phase, strong draught can cause fire to blaze up. High flames start to pound the fire
door glass, thus sooting it or even damaging it.

Heating
 Maximum capacity of the stove is 2,0 kg of firewood per hour.

 Leave the fresh air connection flap open.

 Regulate the fire intensity with the LER lever. Set the regulator to one of the power positions.

2.3 LOADING FIREWOOD
 Fully open flue-damper (is present).
 When opening fire door, always use the enclosed protection gloves.
 Open door slowly. 
 Remember that maximum capacity is 2,0 kg of firewood per hour.
 Close the fire door.
 Close the flue-damper (if present) to its operating position. 
 Always keep the fire under control, to prevent possible fire accidents. Pay special attention if children are 

around.
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2.4 CLEANING OF THE STOVE

Warnings 
 Never use water for fire extinction.
 Cleaning should only be performed when stove is fully cooled down. Remember - embers could remain in

ashes, hours after the fire has been extinguished.
 When cleaning, always wear protection gloves.
 Open the fire door.
 Remove debris from combustion chamber.
 Glass should be cleaned with special  cleaning agent.  (contact  your local stove-supplier,  regarding those

cleaning agents).
 If stove is being used properly, stove glass should remain clean (there is always a possibility that not all of

conditions, for stove to work properly, were met (some of the firewood might be wet, chimney conditions not
perfect etc.), therefore glass might still soot up.

2.5 BREAKDOWNS AND CAUSES

What if,...

... the fire extinguish itself, or lights up poorly? 
Is the flue-damper opened (if present)? 
Is the fresh air-inlet flap opened? 
Is the air regulator handle opened? 
Is the fresh air supply sufficient? 
Is the firewood dry? 

… the stove doesn't heat up? 
Is the air regulation handle in opened position? 

… the stove is overheating? 
Is the air regulation handle in the heating up position? 

... the glass quickly becomes too sooty? 
Firewood has to high moisture content.
Flue-damper wasn't open enough.
The air regulation handle wasn't in the right position

... the door locking mechanism closes accidentaly? 
Pull the loch with the supplied pulling hook – see Figure.

Note 
Take into consideration, that ventilation hood, which operates in same or nearby room, creates negative pressure,
which can cause smoke to leak into the room instead through chimney. 
Ventilation hood also deprives stove of fresh air, therefore, take care that stove has enough fresh air to operate
normally.  .

Warnings 

Only qualified and trained personnel are allowed to perform repairs on the stove. By reading this manual one does
not become such an expert. If problems, similar to those mentioned above, arise, please contact your local stove-
service or chimney-sweeper. 
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3. MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS

Foreword

Please read these instructions carefully and pay attention to advices, especially to those for safe handling. 
Before you start with the installation of the stove, check:

 If all parts are included (Notify supplier if any of the parts are missing).
 The stove for potential damages (pay special attention to glass, firedoor and coating protection; Notify hauler,

if damages are found).
 The functionality of all the movable parts.
 This manual is not a service handbook. Here you won't find any instructions on how to repair the stove.

Regulations

Following regulations and standards have to be followed:
 EN 13240
 State building regulations and provisions.
 Fire-protection provisions.
 All other European, national and local regulations and provisions that deal with installation of the stove.

Basic requirements

Stove can be installed if:
 Installation area is big enough to ensure normal use (operating, cleaning …) of the stove.
 Within radiation area of the stove, there are no load-bearing construction elements (ex. pillars).
 Sufficient air supply is secured.
 There is a direct or indirect air connection with fresh air.

Stove must not be installed:
 In  rooms,  where highly flammable and explosive  substances  or  their  mixtures  are being manufactured,

processed or stored.
 In rooms that are ventilated and do not have safety devices that prevent negative pressure.
 In rooms that have no adequate air supply for stove to work properly.  

Installation requirements:
 Stove has to be installed in a way, that connection parts (chimney flue, air conduit), when needed of cleaning,

are easily accessible.
 Walls in installation area of the stove, must be free of electrical and gas installations. 

Air combustion conduit:
 Air connection for additional air supply to the room, where stove will be installed, has to have a cross-section

of at least 100 cm2.
 When calculating the necessary air conduit cross-section, local (elbows, filters etc.) and line (conduit length)

resistances have to be taken into consideration.  
 When air travels through operating combustion chamber, it heats up.
 Air conduit's overflow resistance must not exceed 4 Pa.  

Floor protection:
 If floor, where stove will be located, is not fire resistant, it has to be protected by a layer of fire-resistant

material (ex. 6 mm thick glass plate).
 Incombustible floor area in front of the stove has to be at least 50 cm long, while on the sides the distance

must not be less then 20 cm (measured from stove walls).
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Fire-protection distances:
Minimum distance between charging door and combustible objects must be at least 80 cm, while for sideplates; the
distance must be greater then 20 cm.  

Chimney
Effective height of the chimney should be at least 4 meters (measured from the hearth of the stove). For detailed
calculations, please refer to standard EN 13384-1.

4. TRANSPORT

Transport should be handled by experts with appropriate equipment. 

Packaging
 Stove is tightly fixed onto a palette.
 Please check the stove for possible damages and that is contains all ordered parts.
 If you do find any damages, please report them to your stove supplier immediately.

Handling of the stove
 Stoves should be moved with a palette, standing upside-down. Move it carefully so it does not tip over!
 Avoid shocks and vibrations.
 Once in place, dismount it and proceed with the installation.

5. INSTALATION INSTRUCTIONS

General (Air inlet is optional)
 Please do not overload the stove.
 All the packing material should be removed from hearth and ash pan.
 Check out functionality of movable parts (front door etc.).
 Build outer air flaps into facade. 
 Mount smoke flap onto chimney funnel.
 Connect chimney funnel. Chimney thickness and insulation must be in accordance with country's and EU

construction regulations.
 Chimney must not apply additional pressure on the stove. 
 Minimum diameter of the chimney should be taken into consideration.
 Measured values, gathered in this document, corresponds to the calculations of chimney with the following

dimensions - 4 m height; diameter 150 mm.

Air supply connection
 For stove to work properly, continuous air supply is required.
 If  upper requirement is not met, additional air supply can be provided through air connection (Ø100mm)

which is located at the back of the stove.
 Airflow is being regulated with air taps, which are built-in, into air supply conduit.
 Please  note  that  during  winter  times,  cold  air  surges  can  generate  condense  on  stove  parts  and  thus

compromise its functionality.

Repair advice
 Glass frame and most of the movable parts can be removed once the stove is installed.
 Repairs can only be performed by a professional in agreement with the supplier/manufacturer. 
 Repair instructions are not part of this document.
 If necessary, refer to your local dealer of service agent.
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6. WARRANTY 

Lokaterm stoves:
Are designed according to modern technical principles.
Comply with highest requirements from EN 13240 standard.
Are constructed from quality materials, that are under constant quality supervision. 
Are handled with care during entire manufacturing process. 
Are sophisticated technical devices, if installed correctly and according to installation specification. 

Usual wear can be:
Changes of coating colour, due to overheat exposure.
Changes of glass surface (ex. soot cover). 
Changes on firebrick (colour, small surface incisions).
Ctiffened sealings, due to heat.

Warranty does not cover stove damages that occurred due to:
Improper use.
Inappropriate maintenance.
Not following recommendations given in both installation and operational manual.

General warranty conditions 

We declare that:
The stove is warranted against defects in materials and workmanship for a period of two (2) years when used in

accordance with user manual.
If a defect arises during the Warranty Period, the stove producer, at its option will (1) repair the Product at no charge

using new parts or parts that are equivalent to new in performance and reliability, (2) exchange the Product with
a product that is at least functionally equivalent to the product it replaces, or (3) refund the original purchase
price.

The manufacturer obliges himself to repair any defects within 45 days from the reporting day at the latest.

The warranty does not cover :
Normal depletion of consumable parts such as firebricks or sealings, unless failure has occurred due to a defect in

materials or workmanship.
Damages during transport and assembly,
Damages and defects on the product and in the vicinity due to incorrect connection of the stove to the chimney,
Damages on the product, if the use has not complied with manufacturer’s instructions,
Damage resulting from abuse, accident, modifications, unauthorized repairs or other causes that are not defects in

materials and workmanship
Damages of paint caused during neglectful cleaning,
Damages of stove, caused by water spills, food spills etc.
Parts that are in direct contact with fire (for ex. air brush, firebricks, grid, seals, etc.) -“spiderweb” effect crated on

glazed surfaces hidden damages inside of materials (stone, glass, ceramics etc.)

The  warranty  period  commences  from  the  date  the  stove  is  purchased.  Date  of  purchase  can  be  proven  by
presenting the original bill.  When claiming the warranty please state the model type and its factory number
(located on sticker, on back of the stove). 

Warranty service is handled by a trained professional, who repairs or replaces compromised components free of
charge. If necessary whole stove will be replaced.

Repair specialist decides, whether or not the stove can be repaired on site or has to be taken back to repairshop.
Usually it is performed on location (where the stove is installed).

If warranty is not justifiable, all expenses generated by a claim, are covered by the customer.
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